"Crack and the Box"
by Pete Hamill

One sad rainy morning last winter, I talked to a woman who was addicted to crack cocaine.
She was twenty-two, stiletto-thin, with eyes as old as tombs. She was living in two rooms in
a welfare hotel with her children, who were two, three, and five years of age. Her story was
the usual tangle of human woe: early pregnancy, dropping out of school, vanished men,
smack and then crack, tricks with johns in parked cars to pay for the dope. I asked her why
she did drugs. She shrugged in an empty way and couldn't really answer beyond "makes me
feel good." While we talked and she told her tale of squalor, the children ignored us. They
were watching television.
Walking back to my office in the rain, I brooded about the woman, her zombielike children,
and my own callous indifference. I'd heard so many versions of the same story that I almost
never wrote them anymore; the sons of similar women, glimpsed a dozen years ago, are now
in Dannemora or Soledad or Joliet; in a hundred cities, their daughters are moving into the
same loveless rooms. As I walked, a series of homeless men approached me for change,
most of them junkies. Others sat in doorways, staring at nothing. They were additional
casualties of our time of plague, demoralized reminders that although this country holds
only 2 percent of the world's population, it consumes 65 percent of the world's supply of
hard drugs.
Why, for God's sake? Why do so many millions of Americans of all ages, races, and classes
choose to spend all or part of their lives stupefied? I've talked to hundreds of addicts over
the years; some were my friends. But none could give sensible answers. They stutter about
the pain of the world, about despair or boredom, the urgent need for magic or pleasure in a
society empty of both. But then they just shrug. Americans have the money to buy drugs;
the supply is plentiful. But almost nobody in power asks, Why? Least of all, George Bush
and his drug warriors.
William Bennett talks vaguely about the heritage of sixties permissiveness, the collapse of
Traditional Values, and all that. But he and Bush offer the traditional American excuse: It Is
Somebody Else's Fault. This posture set the stage for the self-righteous invasion of Panama,
the bloodiest drug arrest in world history. Bush even accused Manuel Noriega of "poisoning
our children." But he never asked why so many Americans demand the poison.
And then, on that rainy morning in New York, I saw another one of those ragged men
staring out at the rain from a doorway. I suddenly remembered the inert postures of the
children in that welfare hotel, and I thought: television.
Ah, no, I muttered to myself: too simple. Something as complicated as drug addiction can't
be blamed on television. Come on.... but I remembered all those desperate places I'd visited

as a reporter, where there were no books and a TV set was always playing and the older kids
had gone off somewhere to shoot smack, except for the kid who was at the mortuary in a
coffin. I also remembered when I was a boy in the forties and early fifties, and drugs were a
minor sideshow, a kind of dark little rumor. And there was one major difference between
that time and this: television.
We had unemployment then; illiteracy, poor living conditions, racism, governmental
stupidity, a gap between rich and poor. We didn't have the all-consuming presence of
television in our lives. Now two generations of Americans have grown up with television
from their earliest moments of consciousness. Those same American generations are
afflicted by the pox of drug addiction.
Only thirty-five years ago, drug addiction was not a major problem in this country. There
were drug addicts. We had some at the end of the nineteenth century, hooked on the cocaine
in patent medicines. During the placid fifties, Commissioner Harry Anslinger pumped up
the butt of the old Bureau of Narcotics with fantasies of reefer madness. Heroin was sold
and used in most major American cities, while the bebop generation of jazz musicians got
jammed up with horse.
But until the early sixties, narcotics were still marginal to American life; they weren't the
$120-billion market they make up today. If anything, those years have an eerie innocence.
In 1955 there were 31,700,000 TV sets in use in the country (the number is now past 184
million). But the majority of the audience had grown up without the dazzling new medium.
They embraced it, were diverted by it, perhaps even loved it, but they weren't formed by it.
That year, the New York police made a mere 1,234 felony drug arrests; in 1988 it was
43,901. They confiscated ninety-seven ounces of cocaine for the entire year; last year it was
hundreds of pounds. During each year of the fifties in New York, there were only about a
hundred narcotics-related deaths. But by the end of the sixties, when the first generation of
children formed by television had come to maturity (and thus to the marketplace), the
number of such deaths had risen to 1,200. The same phenomenon was true in every major
American city.
In the last Nielsen survey of American viewers, the average family was watching television
seven hours a day. This has never happened before in history. No people has ever been
entertained for seven hours a day. The Elizabethans didn't go to the theater seven hours a
day. The pre-TV generation did not go to the movies seven hours a day. Common sense tells
us that this all-pervasive diet of instant imagery, sustained now for forty years, must have
changed us in profound ways.
Television, like drugs, dominates the lives of its addicts. And though some lonely
Americans leave their sets on without watching them, using them as electronic companions,
television usually absorbs its viewers the way drugs absorb their users. Viewers can't work
or play while watching television; they can't read; they can't be out on the streets, falling in
love with the wrong people, learning how to quarrel and compromise with other human
beings. In short they are asocial. So are drug addicts.

One Michigan State University study in the early eighties offered a group of four- and fiveyear-olds the choice of giving up television or giving up their fathers. Fully one third said
they would give up Daddy. Given the choice (between cocaine or heroin and father, mother,
brother, sister, wife, husband, children, job), almost every stoned junkie would do the same.
There are other disturbing similarities. Television itself is a consciousness-altering
instrument. With the touch of a button, it takes you out of the "real" world in which you
reside and can place you at a basketball game, the back alleys of Miami, the streets of
Bucharest, or the cartoony living rooms of Sitcom Land. Each move from channel to
channel alters mood, usually with music or a laugh track. On any given evening, you can
laugh, be frightened, feel tension, thump with excitement. You can even tune in
MacNeilI/Lehrer and feel sober.
But none of these abrupt shifts in mood is earned. They are attained as easily as popping a
pill. Getting news from television, for example, is simply not the same experience as
reading it in a newspaper. Reading is active. The reader must decode little symbols called
words, then create ideas and make them connect; at its most basic level, reading 'images or
an act of the imagination. But the television viewer doesn't go through that process. The
words are spoken to him by Dan Rather or Tom Brokaw or Peter Jennings. There isn't much
decoding to do when watching television, no time to think or ponder before the next set of
images and spoken words appears to displace the present one. The reader, being active,
works at his or her own pace; the viewer, being passive, proceeds at a pace determined by
the show. Except at the highest levels, television never demands that its audience take part
in an act of imagination. Reading always does.
In short, television works on the same imaginative and intellectual level as psychoactive
drugs. If prolonged television viewing makes the young passive (dozens of studies indicate
that it does), then moving to drugs has a certain coherence. Drugs provide an unearned high
(in contrast to the earned rush that comes from a feat accomplished, a human breakthrough
earned by sweat or thought or love).
And because the television addict and the drug addict are alienated from the hard and scary
world, they also feel they make no difference in its complicated events. For the junkie, the
world is reduced to him and the needle, pipe, or vial; the self is absolutely isolated, with no
desire for choice. The television addict lives the same way. Many Americans who fail to
vote in presidential elections must believe they have no more control over such a choice
than they do over the casting of L.A. Law.
The drug plague also coincides with the unspoken assumption of most television shows:
Life should be easy. The most complicated events are summarized on TV news in a minute
or less. Cops confront murder, chase the criminals, and bring them to justice (usually
violently) within an hour. In commercials, you drink the right beer and you get the girl.
Easy! So why should real life be a grind? Why should any American have to spend years
mastering a skill or a craft, or work eight hours a day at an unpleasant job, or endure the
compromises and crises of a marriage? Nobody works on television (except cops, doctors,
and lawyers). Love stories on television are about falling in love or breaking up; the long,

steady growth of a marriage - its essential dailiness - is seldom explored, except as comedy.
Life on television is almost always simple: good guys and bad, nice girls and whores, smart
guys and dumb. And if life in the real world isn't that simple, well, hey, man, have some
dope, man, be happy, feel good.
The doper always whines about how he feels; drugs are used to enhance his feelings or
obliterate them, and in this the doper is very American. No other people on earth spend so
much time talking about their feelings; hundreds of thousands go to shrinks, they buy selfhelp books by the millions, they pour out intimate confessions to virtual strangers in bars or
discos. Our political campaigns are about emotional issues now, stated in the simplicities of
adolescence. Even alleged statesmen can start a sentence, "I feel that the Sandinistas should
. . ." when they once might have said, "I think . . ." I'm convinced that this exaltation of
cheap emotions over logic and reason is one by-product of hundreds of thousands of hours
of television.
Most Americans under the age of fifty have now spent their lives absorbing television; that
is, they've had the structures of drama pounded into them. Drama is always about conflict.
So news shows, politics, and advertising are now all shaped by those structures. Nobody
will pay attention to anything as complicated as the part played by Third World I debt in the
expanding production of cocaine; it's much easier to focus on Manuel Noriega, a character
right out of Miami Vice, and believe that even in real life there's a Mister Big.
What is to be done? Television is certainly not going away, but its addictive qualities can be
controlled. It's a lot easier to "just say no" to television than to heroin or crack. As a
beginning, parents must take immediate control of the sets, teaching children to watch
specific television programs, not "television," to get out of the house and play with other
kids. Elementary and high schools must begin teaching television as a subject, the way
literature is taught, showing children how shows are made, how to distinguish between the
true and the false, how to recognize cheap emotional manipulation. All Americans should
spend more time reading. And thinking.
For years, the defenders of television have argued that the networks are only giving the
people what they want. That might be true. But so is the Medellin cartel.
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